THE BEST OF
Manhattan, Kansas

ONE OF THE 10 BEST COLLEGE TOWNS IN THE U.S.
Gateway to the Flint Hills

Kansas State University

Colbert Hills Golf Course
The Gateway to the Flint Hills, Manhattan, Kansas, offers a small-town feel with college town excitement and Midwestern charm. Experience Big 12 sports, elite golf, scenic outdoor activities, unique dining, shopping, and impressive theatrical productions surrounded in the beauty of the Flint Hills! Find fun at every turn with zip lining, hiking the Konza Prairie or bike one of the countless trails around Manhattan.

#1 Walkable Meeting Destination in Kansas
Midwestern charm, with big excitement.
The very spirit of Oh Manhattan! moments live with great vitality in the many vibrant activities to do throughout town. Enjoy an afternoon of learning about the unique landscape at the Flint Hills Discovery Center, or soar above the tree tops at Wildwood Adventure Park. Check out the unique automotive collection that includes over 65 vehicles, from exotic cars to classics. There’s something to do around every corner.
Find juicy burgers, Jamaican inspired dishes, sizzling fajitas and more all throughout Manhattan. Discover unfamiliar dishes and a twist to familiar flavors. Sit on the porch and overlook the local winery as you sip locally made wine and cider or venture to the local microbrewery in the downtown district. No matter your taste, no matter your mood Manhattan has something to satisfy your appetite.
Anotações, Poyntz Avenue

Arts & Culture

Downtown Manhattan
Experience the arts in The Little Apple®. Watch highly-acclaimed performers grace the stages at Arts in the Park, Bramlage Coliseum and McCain Auditorium. Find the oldest commercial art district in the state and view works of art made by Kansas at the Beach Museum of Art. Check out local art murals throughout each district as you shop in local eclectic stores.
WE ARE CLOSE TO Everything

DRIVING DISTANCES TO MANHATTAN

Kansas City, KS ...................................................... 2 Hours
Wichita, KS ............................................................ 2 Hours
Lincoln, NE ............................................................ 2.5 Hours
Oklahoma City, OK .............................................. 4 Hours 40 Minutes
St. Louis MO .......................................................... 6 Hours
Denver, CO ............................................................. 7 Hours
MEET IN 
Manhattan

We can’t wait until you visit Manhattan. From great attractions to exceptional meeting venues and unique dining experiences, it make sense why you want to come a few days before or stay after your event. Your visit will have you saying, Oh Man!
“There are so many things to do here and such a variety of activities and places to go that are on par with a larger community, but without the hassle of bigger cities.”

- Linda Cook, Kansas State University